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Abstract. N-methylpyrrole (N-MPy) and 2,2 -bithiophene (BTh) were electrocopolymerized in 0·2 M acetonitrile–
sodium perchlorate solvent–electrolyte couple on a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) by cyclic voltammetry (CV). The
resulting homopolymers and copolymers in different initial feed ratios of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5 and 1/10
were characterized by CV, Fourier-transform infrared reflectance attenuated transmittance (FTIR–ATR), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS). The capacitive behaviours of the modified electrodes were defined via Nyquist, Bode-magnitude, Bode-phase
and admittance plots. The equivalent circuit model of R(C(R)(QR)(CR)) was performed to fit theoretical and experimental data. The highest low-frequency capacitance (C LF ) were obtained as C LF = ∼ 1·23 × 10−4 mF cm−2 for
P(N-MPy), C LF = ∼ 2·09 × 10−4 mF cm−2 for P(BTh) and C LF = ∼ 5·54 × 10−4 mF cm−2 for copolymer in the
inital feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2.
Keywords. N-methylpyrrole; 2,2 -bithitiophene; copolymers; electrochemical impedance spectroscopy; conducting
polymers; circuit model.

1.

Introduction

For the last thirty years, conducting polymers have attracted
considerable interest for the development of advanced materials due to the structure and property of the polymer, which
changes from a doped state as a conductor or an undoped
(neutral) state as an insulator or semiconductor (McCullough
1998; Skotheim et al 1998; Zhang et al 1999, 2000). These
compounds are organic materials that generally possess an
extended conjugated π-electron system along a polymer
backbone, such as polypyrroles (PPy) (De Bruyne et al 1997;
Volpi et al 2012), polyanilines (Dalmolin et al 2005; Tuan
et al 2012), polycarbazoles (Saraswathi et al 1999; Zhoor
et al 2009; Pokhnel et al 2012) and polythiophenes (Akoudad
and Roncali 1999; Mahmoudian et al 2011; Alvi et al 2012).
Polypyrrole (PPy) (Mollahosseini and Noroozian 2009;
Basavaraja et al 2010; Chakraborty et al 2012; Duran
and Bereket 2012) and its derivatives such as poly(Nmethylpyrrole) (P(N-MPy)) are conducting polymers due to
their electrical properties and usable as protective coatings
on oxidible metals (Asan et al 2005). N-MPy has advantages compared to pyrrole due to a methyl group, which
can create a hydrophobic effect (Rajagopalan et al 2003).
Methyl groups may also decrease the adhesion strength on
the electrode surface. Copolymerization is also very useful
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for tailoring diverse properties of coatings on the electrode
surface. The obtained polymer will have different properties
depending on the ratio of monomer feed ratios (Tüken et al
2007).
Polythiophenes are the better characterized amongst conducting polymers due to their effective solubility properties. Polymerization of the thiophene ring can result in
linkage at the α- or β-position (Marino 1971; Kellogg
1979; Tanaka et al 1986; Taylor 1986; Laguren-Davideon
et al 1988). The number of α,α-linkages in the polymer
chains can be increased by using β-position-substituted thiophene monomers such as 3-alkylthiophenes or bithiophene
(Tourillon and Garnier 1983; Wei et al 1991). Polybithiophene (PBTh), which is the simplest conducting polymer of
the thiophene derivatives, is easily polymerized by the electrochemical technique (Zhang et al 2001; Vu et al 2005).
The electropolymerization of bithiophene (BTh) often results
in PBTh films with a more structurally ordered polymer
(Diagne et al 2007) and compact structures (Elhames et al
2009). The potential of the polymerization of bithiophene is
lower than that of thiophene. This allows one to decrease
the degradation that accompanies anodic synthesis of the
conducting polymer (CP) and diminishing of the irreversibility of redox conversions of such polymers (Alpatova et al
2004). BTh and N-methylpyrrole have been used as suitable
candidates for copolymerization. The choice of PBTh has
been suggested by the literature reports claiming that a polymer could form homogeneous films, which are stable against
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Figure 1. Cyclic voltammetry of (a) N-MPy (Q = 20·59 mC), potential range:
0–1·2 V, [N-MPy]0 = 20 mM, (b) 2,2 -BTh (Q = 50·05 mC), potential range:
0–1·4 V, [BTh]0 = 20 mM and (c) P(N-MPy-co-BTh) (Q = 21·71 mC), potential
range: 0–1·2 V, [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5 on a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) in 0·2 M
NaClO4 /CH3 CN, 8 cycle, scan rate: 100 mV s−1 .

Figure 2. Polymer structures of (a) P(N-MPy), (b) P(BTh) and (c) P(N-MPy-co-BTh) on a glassy
carbon electrode in 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN.

atmospheric oxidation at room temperature (Morgen et al
1995).
Electrochemical copolymerization has recently been
widely applied to the synthesis of conductive polymers.

It is one strategy for developing new materials by combining the individual properties of polymers by linking
two different monomers into a polymer chain (Torres and
Fox 1992). Thus, the copolymer is expected to gain both
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Figure 3. Cyclic voltammetry of (a) P(N-MPy-co-BTh)/GCE in a monomer-free
solution in 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN, (b) scan rate vs current density and (c) square
root of scan rate vs current density plot [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5, 8 cycle, scan rate:
25–1000 mV s−1 , potential range: 0–1·2 V.

conductivity and good mechanical properties from its two
components (Zinger and Kijel 1991; Ustamehmetoglu et al
2003). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is an
effective and reliable method to extract information about
electrochemical characteristics of the electrochemical system (Cebeci et al 2009). Double-layer capacitance, diffusion
impedance, determination of the rate of charge transfer and
charge transport processes and solution resistance of the electrochemical system can be achieved by EIS (Barsoukov and
Macdonald 2005). EIS is also considered as one of the best
techniques for analysing the properties of conducting polymer electrodes (Ates and Uludag 2011; Bisquert and Compte
2001). There are two principal approaches to modelling the
impedance of such systems: a uniform, homogeneous film
(Buck and Mundt 1999; Lang and Inzelt 1999) and a porous
membrane (Ehrenbeck et al 1998; Nguyen and Passch 1999).
Dang et al (2004) studied electrochemical copolymerization of pyrrole and bithiophene. They reported that cyclic
voltammograms showed that the electrochemical properties
of the resulting copolymer films gradually changed the ratio
of polypyrrole to polybithiophene, with an increase in concentration of bithiophene in the initial electrolyte. They carried out electrochemical impedance and photocurrent measurements in order to identify the semiconducting properties
of the homopolymers and copolymers.
This study reports electrochemical random copolymerization of N-MPy and BTh in various initial feed ratios.
Homo- and co-polymers were characterized by CV, FTIR–
ATR, SEM–EDX and EIS analysis. The electrochemical
impedance data were fitted to the equivalent circuit model

Figure 4. FTIR-ATR spectra: Admittance (A) vs wavenumber
(cm−1 ) for (a) P(N-MPy)/CFME, [N-MPy]0 = 20 mM, potential range: 0 V2 − + 1·2 V, scan rate: 100 mV s−1 , 0·2 M
NaClO4 /CH3 CN, 30 cycle, Q = 1·551 mC, (b) P(BTh)/CFME,
[BTh]0 = 20 mM, potential range: 0− + 1·4 V, scan rate: 100 mV
s−1 , 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN, 30 cycle, Q = 2·082 mC and (c) P(NMPy-co-BTh)/CFME, [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5, potential range:
0− + 1·2 V, scan rate: 100 mV s−1 , 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN, 30
cycle, Q = 2·732 mC.

of R(C(R)(QR)(CR)) in order to explain the double-layer
capacitance and electrical parameters.
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Figure 5. SEM point analysis of (a) P(N-MPy) on a single CFME, [N-MPy]0 =
20 mM, potential range: 0− + 1·2 V, scan rate: 100 mV s−1 , 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN,
30 cycle, Q = 655·4 mC, (b) P(BTh) on a single CFME [BTh]0 = 20 mM, potential
range: 0 – +1·4 V, scan rate: 100 mV s−1 , 0·1 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN, 30 cycle, Q = 1·060
mC and (c) P(N-MPy-co-BTh) on a single CFME, [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5, potential
range: 0 – +1·4 V, scan rate: 100 mV s−1 , 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN, 30 cycle, Q = 2·732
mC.

2.

Experimental

2.1 Materials
The monomers of N-methylpyrrole (N-MPy) and 2,2 bithiophene (BTh) were provided by Sigma-Aldrich. All
other reagents included acetonitrile (Aldrich, 99·93%) and
the supporting electrolytes of sodium perchlorate (Aldrich
>98·0%) were used without any treatment or further
purification.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) measurements were performed in 0·2 M NaClO4 /acetonitrile
(CH3 CN). EIS measurements were done in a monomer-free
electrolyte solution with a perturbation amplitude of 10 mV
r.m.s. over a frequency range of 0·01 – 100·000 Hz with
PARSTAT 2273 model Potentiostat/galvanostat.

3.

Results and discussion

3.1 Electropolymerization of N-MPy and BTh on GCE
2.2 Instrumentation
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed using PARSTAT 2273 (software: Powersuit and Faraday cage: BASI
Cell Stand C3) in a three-electrode configuration, which
employed a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) (area: 0·07 cm2 )
as working electrode, platinum wire as counter electrode
and Ag|AgCl|0·3 M KCl as reference electrode. The working electrode was carefully polished with alumina slurry and
cleaned in an ultrasonic bath before each experiment.
A modified carbon fibre microelectrode (CFME) was characterized by Fourier transform infrared-attenuated transmittance reflectance (FTIR-ATR) spectroscopy (Perkin Elmer,
Spectrum One B, with an universal ATR attachment with
a diamond and ZnSe crystal). Morphological investigations
were performed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) using a Carl
Zeiss Leo 1430 VP.

CV of N-MPy showed one oxidation peak at +0·54 V
and a reduction peak at +0·33 V, which have the electroactivity of a monomer (figure 1a). An increase in the peak
intensities was observed upon eight cycles. CV of BTh has
higher oxidation potential (+0·95V) and higher reduction
peak potential (+0·76V) than P(N-MPy) (figure 1b). After
increasing the bithiophene monomer concentration of the
electrochemical cell, which includes N-MPy monomer, the
electro-active copolymer formation had an oxidation peak
at +0·57 V and one reduction peak at +0·40 V (figure 1c).
The monomer concentration of BTh is five times higher
than N-MPy. This redox behaviour completely differed from
those of both monomers. The oxidation and reduction peak
potential values exist between the peak potential values of
the N-MPy and BTh monomers.
N-MPy and BTh monomers only formed homopolymers
with their monomers (figures 2a and b). However, they need
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Figure 6. EDX point analysis of (a) P(N-MPy) on a single CFME, [N-MPy]0 = 20 mM, potential range: 0−+
1·2 V, scan rate: 100 mV s−1 , 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN, 30 cycle, Q = 655·4 mC, (b) P(BTh) on a single CFME,
[BTh]0 = 20 mM, potential range: 0− + 1·4 V, scan rate: 100 mV s−1 , 0 · 1 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN, 30 cycle, Q = 1 · 060
mC and (c) P(N-MPy-co-BTh) on a single CFME, [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5, potential range: 0− + 1·4 V, scan rate:
100 mV s−1 , 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN, 30 cycle, Q = 1·002 mC.

Table 1.

EDX percent amount analysis of P(N-MPy), P(BTh) and P(N-MPy-co-BTh)/CFME.
P(N-MPy-co-BTh)

Elements /
K series
Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Sodium
Chlorine
Sulfur

P(N-MPy)

P(BTh)

[N-MPy]0 /
[BTh]0 = 1/1

[N-MPy]0 /
[BTh]0 = 1/2

[N-MPy]0 /
[BTh]0 = 1/5

[N-MPy]0 /
[BTh]0 = 1/10

48·33
21·63
23·14
3·384
3·51
–

58·91
–
23·50
1·79
0·95
14·86

36·11
24·56
28·11
1·35
–
9·87

28·19
20·96
34·34
1·82
3·23
11·45

31·42
20·97
28·86
1·04
0·23
17·48

43·00
18·97
23·95
1·68
0·40
11·04

to be mixed in a non-regular or random pattern to create a
random copolymer as shown in figure 2c.
3.2 Effect of scan rate in a monomer-free solution
The scan rate dependence of the electro-active film was
investigated on the reversible system of oxidation peak
potential at ∼0·84 V and reduction peak potential at
∼0·26 V (figure 3a). The peak current density (ip ) for a

reversible voltammogram at standard room temperature is
given by the following equation:
ip = (2·69 × 105 ) × A × D 1/2 × C0 × ν 1/2 ,
where ν is the scan rate, A the electrode area and D the diffusion coefficient of the electro-active species in the solution. The scan rate dependence of the anodic and cathodic
peak current densities shows a linear dependence on scan
rates from 25 to 1000 mV s−1 (R1an = 0·97757 and
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Figure 7. Nyquist plot of P(N-MPy)/GCE, [N-MPy]0 = 20 mM;
P(BTh)/GCE, [BTh]0 = 20 mM, and P(N-MPy-co-BTh), [NMPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5 and 1/10. Electrodeposition was
done on GCE in 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN at a scan rate of 100 mV
s−1 using multiple cycles (8 cycles) and potential range: 0–1·4 V.

Figure 8. Correlation between low-frequency capacitance
(CLF /mF cm−2 ) and total charges (Q/mC) obtained during
electrogrowth process.

R1cat = −0·96099) for poly(N-MPy-co-BTh)/GCE, [NMPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5 (figure 3b). The peak current density
was determined to be proportional with ν 1/2 in the range of
the square root of scan rates from 5 to 22·36 mV s−1 (regression fit (R2an ) = 0·99859 and R2cat = −0·9969), where
diffusion control applies (Vorotyntsev et al 1994) (figure
3c). This demonstrates that the electrochemical process has
diffusion controlled process.
3.3 FTIR–ATR measurements
FTIR–ATR spectra of P(N-MPy), P(BTh) and P(N-MPy-coBTh) were obtained from the surface of the electro-coated
CFMEs by reflectance measurements. The absorption bands

Figure 9. Bode magnitude plot of P(N-MPy)/GCE, [N-MPy]0 =
20 mM; P(BTh)/GCE, [BTh]0 = 20 mM; P(N-MPy-co-BTh), [NMPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5 and 1/10. Electrodeposition was
done on GCE in 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN at a scan rate of 100 mV
s−1 using multiple cycles (8 cycles) and potential range: 0–1·4 V.

Figure 10. Bode phase plot of P(N-MPy)/GCE, [N-MPy]0 = 20
mM; P(BTh)/GCE, [BTh]0 = 20 mM; P(N-MPy-co-BTh), [NMPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5 and 1/10. Electrodeposition was
done on GCE in 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN at a scan rate of 100 mV
s−1 using multiple cycles (8 cycles) and potential range: 0–1·4 V.

of each spectrum are given in figure 4. P(N-MPy) has the
following characteristic peaks: 1537 cm−1 , (aromatic C=C),
1291 cm−1 (C–N), 1063 cm−1 (ClO−
4 from the electrolyte
of NaClO4 ). The peak at 3403 cm−1 belongs to –CH3 (sp3 ,
C–H stretching) (Sarac et al 2006a). The characteristic peak
of C–N from N-MPy is given at 1291 cm−1 (the valence
vibration of the C–N bond of N-MPy) (Sarac et al 2006b). In
the literature, FTIR spectrum of the copolymer of 1,4-bis(2thienyl)-naphtlane with 2,2 -bithiophene was given, which
shows similar peaks in the FTIR–ATR spectrum for P(BTh)
(Cui et al 2011). Some shifts or new peak formations co-
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concentration, type of electrolyte, applied voltage and polymerization time affect surface energy of the coated fibres.
The total charges were obtained during the electro-growth
process as 20·59 mC for P(N-MPy), 50·05 mC for PBTh and
25·02, 100·1, 21·71, 65·66 mC for P(N-MPy-co-BTh) in a
feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5 and 1/10,
respectively. The highest charge (100·1 mC) was obtained for
a copolymer in the feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2.
SEM image shows more coatings on the carbon fibre surface.
In addition, the low-frequency capacitance of the copolymer
was obtained for the highest value of CLF = 5·54 × 10−4 mF
cm−2 in the initial feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2.
3.5 EDX analysis

Figure 11. Admitance plot of P(N-MPy)/GCE, [N-MPy]0 = 20
mM; P(BTh)/GCE, [BTh]0 = 20 mM; P(N-MPy-co-BTh), [NMPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5 and 1/10. Electrodeposition was
done on GCE in 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN at a scan rate of 100 mV
s−1 using multiple cycles (8 cycles) and potential range: 0–1·4 V.

rrespond to combination of the monomers. P(BTh) has the
following characteristic peaks: 1624 cm−1 (aromatic C=C),
1308 cm−1 (aromatic C–C), 1203 cm−1 (aromatic C–H)
and 1011 cm−1 (ClO−
4 from the electrolyte of NaClO4 ),
781 cm−1 (C–S). The characteristic peak at 781 cm−1 refers
to the C–S bond for P(BTh). However, this peak does not
exist in P(N-MPy).
These peaks are included in the copolymer structure by
the following peak, 787 cm−1 , in the initial feed ratio of
[N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5. In the literature, C–S stretching appeared at 793 and 632 cm−1 (Kham et al 2004;
Beyazyildirim et al 2006). The characteristic peaks at
1291 cm−1 (C–N) comes from P(N-MPy) and 781 cm−1
(C–S) comes from P(BTh). These two important peaks are
incorporated into the copolymer structure. This is the strong
evidence of copolymer formation. In addition, the peak at
1039 cm−1 refers to the dopant ion of ClO−
4.
3.4 SEM measurements
The surface morphology of the electrochemically formed
N-methylpyrrole, 2,2 -bithiophene and copolymer of BTh
and N-MPy/carbon fibre microelectrodes interphases varied
in the initial feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5
and 1/10 used as shown in figure 5(a–f). The coatings with
micro-spherical morphology were formed using the solution
of 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN. In previous studies, Diaz et al
(1984) reported that the physical structure differences of the
surfaces of thin films formed by electrochemical polymerization did not affect surface energies of the films. Iroh and
Wood (1996) reported a correlation between surface energy
and morphology of carbon fibres coated with polypyrrole
by aqueous electrochemical polymerization. Many process
parameters, such as the polymer concentration, electrolyte

Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) provides important evidence of polymer film formation, as shown in figure
6(a–c). There is no sulfur element in the structure of P(NMPy). The nitrogen element is not included in the P(BTh).
However, these two elements exist in the copolymer structure
in different percentages, as shown in table 1. The highest percentage of sulfur and nitrogen elements exists in the initial
feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5. Sodium and chlorine
elements prove that the dopant ion is included in the polymer
structure from the electrolyte of NaClO4 .
3.6 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is an important technique used to obtain electrochemical information
and capacitive behaviour of a polymer/electrolyte system,
such as electrolyte resistance, charge transfer resistance and
Faradaic capacitance (Popkinov et al 1997; Ates and Sarac
2009). The low-frequency capacitance (CLF ) values can be
obtained from a Nyquist plot with the equation
CLF = 1/2πf z .
The results are as follows: CLF = 1·23 × 10−4 mF cm−2 for
P(N-MPy), CLF = 2·09 × 10−4 mF cm−2 for P(BTh), CLF =
1·98×10−4 mF cm−2 for P(N-MPy-co-BTh) in the feed ratio
of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, CLF = 5·54 × 10−4 mF cm−2
for [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2, CLF = 1·63 × 10−4 mF cm−2
for [N-MPy]0 / [BTh]0 = 1/5, CLF = 3·65 × 10−4 mF cm−2
for [N-MPy]0 / [BTh]0 = 1/10 (figure 7). The highest CLF
was obtained as 5·54 × 10−4 mF cm−2 for the copolymer in
the feed ratio of [N-MPy]0/ [BTh]0 = 1/2. It may result in
a more convenient combination to form random copolymer
formation in the initial feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 .
This result may be related to the total charges obtained
during electrogrowth process. The highest total charge (Q =
100·1 mC) was obtained for the copolymer in the initial feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2 compared to
other feed ratios of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1 (Q = 25·02
mC), [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5 (Q = 21·71 mC) and [NMPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/10 (Q = 65·66 mC). Figure 8 shows
CLF and Q graph.
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Figure 12. Bode-magnitude and phase plot for (a) poly(N-MPy), [N-MPy]0 =
20 mM, (b) poly(BTh), [BTh]0 = 20 mM and (c) poly(N-MPy-co-BTh), [NMPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5 electro-coated on CFME. Inset of a. Equivalent circuit model of
R(C(R)(QR)(CR).

Table 2. Circuit model of R(C(R(QR)))(CR) were analyzed electrochemically P(N-MPy), P(BTh), and P(N-MPy-co-BTh)/GCE in the
initial feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5 and 1/10 with ZSimpWin simulating programme. Monomers were electro-coated
on GCE at a scan rate of 100 mV s−1 , using multiple (8 cycle) in 0·2 M NaClO4 /CH3 CN.
Components
R(C(R(QR)))(CR)

P(N-MPy)

P(BTh)
[BTh]0

[N-MPy]0 /
[BTh]0 = 1/1

[N-MPy]0 /
[BTh]0 = 1/2

[N-MPy]0 /
[BTh]0 = 1/5

[N-MPy]0 /
= 1/10

Rs /()
C1 /(μF)
R1 /()
Q/mV s−1
n
R2 /()
C2 /(mF)
R3 /()
χ2

99·27
15·10
3·94
1·58
0·62
364·1
3·57
7·32 ×104
7·18 ×10−5

96·57
33·60
39·58
1·25
0·71
6·41
2·53
586·2
3·87 ×10−3

110·2
18·60
8·77
1·50
0·68
304·1
2·80
8·92 ×104
2·2 ×10−4

109·6
3·13
21·13
2·48
0·62
669·1
4·00
185·3
2·61 ×10−3

162·3
0·91
19·09
3·50
0·26
657·4
2·30
1·20 ×105
1·63 ×10−3

185·2
2·92
57·75
1·10
0·56
151·0
3·31
62·88
9·75 ×10−4

Double-layer capacitance (Cdl ) can be calculated from
the Bode-magnitude plot of the equation IZI = 1/Cdl by
extrapolating the linear section to the value of ω = 1
(log ω = 0) (Inzelt 2003). Double-layer capacitance of
the system was obtained as Cdl = ∼0·20 μF cm−2 for P(NMPy), (Cdl = ∼0·17 μF cm−2 ) for P(BTh) and Cdl =∼0·29,
0·27, 0·22 and 0·12 μF cm−2 for the copolymer in the initial feed ratios of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5 and
1/10, respectively (figure 9). Cdl values of the copolymer,
especially in the initial feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 =
1/1, 1/2 and 1/5 are higher than the homopolymers.
The phase angles were determined from the Bode-phase
plot as shown in figure 10. The phase angle was obtained at
60·16◦ at the frequency of 0·28 Hz for P(BTh). The highest
phase angles (θ = 83·88◦ ) were obtained at the frequency of
0·011 Hz for P(N-MPy). The phase angle (θ = 67·32◦) was

obtained for P(BTh) at the frequency of 0·01 Hz. The phase
angle (θ = 81·96◦) was obtained for P(N-MPy-co-BTh) in
the initial feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1 at the frequency of 0·010 Hz. However, if the frequency decreases, the
phase angle increases to 60·16◦ at the frequency of 0·28 Hz
for P(BTh). The minimum phase angles were (θ = 8·83◦ at
41·9 Hz for P(N-MPy), θ = 11·5◦ at 41·9 Hz for P(BTh), and
θ = 4·94◦ at 44·14 Hz for P(N-MPy-co-BTh) in the initial
feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2. At higher frequencies, the highest phase angle (θ = 9·20◦ ) was obtained at the
frequency of 94658·7 Hz for the copolymer in the initial feed
ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2.
The lowest conductivity results were obtained for P(NMPy-co-BTh)/GCE in the feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 =
1/10 according to the admittance plot as shown in figure 11.
The admittance plot is correlated with the Bode-magnitude
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plot. The conductivity of the polymer films is in the order
of P(BTh) > P(N-MPy-co-BTh) for [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 =
1/1 > [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2 > P(N-MPy) > [NMPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/5 > [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/10.

its homopolymers and copolymer in the initial feed ratio of
[N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2 and 1/10.

3.7 Equivalent circuit model evaluation

In this paper, the copolymers of N-methylpyrrole (N-MPy)
and 2,2-bithiophene (BTh) were electropolymerized on a
glassy carbon electrode with various initial feed ratios
([N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5 and 1/10. The modified films were characterised by CV, FTIR–ATR, SEM–
EDX, and EIS analyses. The equivalent circuit model
of R(C(R(QR)))(CR) was applied together with Kramers–
Kronig transformation tests to EIS data of the polymer/electrolyte system. Finally, the equivalent circuit model
is validated by a comparison between simulated results
and experimental data, which shows a good fit. As a
result, the highest low-frequency capacitance CLF =
5·54 × 10−4 mF cm−2 was obtained for P(N-MPy-coBTh) in the initial feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/2.
The capacitance values changed with changing copolymer
composition.

The equivalent electrical circuit model of R(C(R(QR)))(CR)
was given for the electrolyte/poly(N-MPy-co-BTh)/GCE
system to a frequency range of 0·01–100·000 Hz. The
ZSimpWin 3·10 circuit model programme from Princeton
Applied Research was evaluated to fit the theoretical and
experimental circuits. Kramers–Kronig (K–K) transforms
were performed in the analysis of impedance data with reference to the conditions of stability and linearity (UrquidiMacdonald et al 1990). Using the K–K transforms, the real
part of a transfer function can be calculated for a casual, stable, linear time invariant and a finite system when f → 0 and
f → ∞, when the change in its imaginary part, as a function
of frequency, is known. Alternatively, the imaginary part of a
transfer function can be calculated when the evolution of its
real part is known (Diard et al 1994). As the measurement
model is consistent with the K–K relations, it enables the user
to check consistency of the experimental data without using
the K–K relations (Shukla et al 2004).
This study used the circuit model of R(C(R(QR)))(CR)
for P(N-MPy), P(BTh) and P(N-MPy-co-BTh) as shown
in figure 12(a–c), respectively. The circuit model was previously used in the author’s poly(9-benzyl-9H-carbazole)
paper (Ates and Uludag 2011). Rs is the solution resistance
of the modified electrode and electrolyte of NaClO4 . C1 is the
double-layer capacitance and R1 is the charge transfer resistance between the polymer film and the electrolyte interface.
The series connection to R1 consists of the constant phase
element (Q) in parallel with R2 (resistance of polymer film).
The second components, R3 and Cdl2 belong to the capacitor
element and the charge transfer resistance from the electrode
of glassy carbon (Ates 2011b). The circuit components are
shown in table 2. The solution resistance as Rs = 99·27 
for P(N-MPy) and Rs = 96 · 57  for P(BTh) have nearly the
same value. If one compares results of the Rs values of the
homopolymers with copolymer, the former have lower values (Rs = 110·2, 109·6, 162·3 and 185·2) for P(N-MPy-coBTh) in the feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1, 1/2, 1/5
and 1/10, respectively than the copolymers. The double-layer
capacitance values of the homopolymers are higher than the
copolymer due to its non-ideal electrode behaviour. It should
be checked from the constant phase element value (Q). For
ideal electrodes, Q is equal to Cdl and n = 1. However, in this
polymer/electrolyte system, especially for the copolymer, Q
is < 0·5 (n = 0·26 for the copolymer). Usually the n value
changes between 0·5 and 1, which changes the variation of
the surface roughness and the heterogeneity of the surface
(Vorotyntsev et al 1999). The C2 values have nearly the same
values. However, the R3 value for the copolymer in the initial
feed ratio of [N-MPy]0 /[BTh]0 = 1/1 and 1/5 is higher than

4.

Conclusions
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